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ABSTRACT Certificate-based cryptography is an attractive public-key setting, and it not only simplifies

certificate management in the traditional public-key cryptography but also eliminates the key escrow

problem inherent in the identity-based cryptography. Recently, leakage-resilient cryptography resistant to

side-channel attacks has received significant attention from cryptographic researchers. By side-channel

attacks, adversaries could obtain partial information of secret and private keys involved in crypto-

graphic algorithms by perceiving execution time or energy consumptions of each algorithm invocation.

The certificate-based signature (CBS) is a class of important public-key signature. Up to date, there exists no

leakage-resilient CBS (LR-CBS) scheme resistant to side-channel attacks. In this paper, the first LR-CBS

scheme is proposed and it possesses overall unbounded leakage property, namely, it permits adversaries

to continuously obtain partial information of secret or private keys involved in the associated algorithm

invocations. The security analysis is given to prove that the proposed LR-CBS scheme is existential

unforgeability against adaptive chosen-message attacks for adversaries in the generic bilinear group model.

INDEX TERMS Side-channel attacks, leakage resilience, certificate-based signature, generic bilinear, group

model.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the traditional public-key cryptography [1], [2], a user usu-

ally selects her/his secret key and then computes the corre-

sponding public key. Hence, each user requires a certificate

to provide a trusted binding between the user’s public key

and identity information. Meanwhile, a public-key infrastruc-

ture (PKI) has to be created to manage certificates of all users.

The concept of identity (ID)-based cryptography [3], [4] was

introduced to remove certificate management. In an ID-based

public-key setting, a user’s identity is viewed as the user’s

public key so that no certificate is required.

In addition, a private key generator (PKG) with a system

secret key is responsible to generate the user’s private keys

according to the user’s identity information. In such a case,

it incurs the key escrow problem. It means that the PKG may

decrypt any cipher-texts sent to arbitrary user, and sign any

messages on behalf of arbitrary user. In 2003, the concept of

certificateless cryptography [5] was presented to resolve the

key escrow problem. In a certificateless public-key setting,
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a user’s private key consists of two components, namely,

one is a secret key chosen by the user himself/herself and

the other is a partial private key generated by a trusted key

generation center (KGC). Since the KGC does not know the

user’s secret key, the key escrow problem is resolved. It is

worthmentioning that the certificateless public-key setting do

not require certificate to validate the user’s public key so that

it must provide additionalmechanisms to revokemisbehaving

users [6], [7].

The notion of certificate-based cryptography was intro-

duced by Gentry [8] to simplify certificate management in

the traditional public-key cryptography and eliminate the

key escrow problem inherent in the ID-based cryptogra-

phy. As compared with the certificateless cryptography, the

certificate-based cryptography does not require additional

revocation mechanisms. In a certificate-based public-key set-

ting, a user first sets her/his secret/public key pair while

sending the public key to a trusted certificate authority (CA).

By the user’s public key, identity information and validity

period, the CA generates the user’s associated certificate,

where the certificate is viewed as a part of the user’s pri-

vate key. Hence, for certificate-based signature (CBS) and
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encryption (CBE) schemes, a user must use both her/his up-

to-date certificate and secret key to sign a message or decrypt

a cipher-text.

The adversary models of those public-key settings men-

tioned above (namely, traditional, ID- based, certificateless

and certificated-based public-key settings) have a nature

assumption that secret and private keys involved in crypto-

graphic algorithms must be entirely hidden to adversaries.

Recently, a new type of threat, called ‘‘side-channel attack’’,

endangers the security of cryptographic schemes based on

these public key settings. By side-channel attacks, adver-

saries could obtain partial information of secret and private

keys involved in cryptographic algorithms by perceiving

execution time or energy consumptions [9]–[12] of each

algorithm invocation. Recently, leakage-resilient cryptogra-

phy resistant to side-channel attacks has received significant

attention from cryptographic researchers. Based on vari-

ous public-key settings, numerous leakage-resilient cryp-

tographic primitives (encryption and signature schemes)

have been proposed to address side-channel attacks, such

as leakage-resilient encryption schemes [13], [14], leakage-

resilient signature schemes [15], [16], leakage-resilient

ID-based encryption schemes [17], [18], leakage-resilient

ID-based signature schemes [19], [20], leakage-resilient

certificateless encryption schemes [21], [22] and leakage-

resilient certificateless signature schemes [23].

Based on certificate-based public-key settings, several

leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption (LR-CBE)

[24]–[26] have been proposed, but there exists no

leakage-resilient CBS (LR-CBS) scheme resistant to

side-channel attacks. In this paper, we aim at the design of

the first LR-CBS scheme with overall unbounded leakage

property in the sense that it permits adversaries to continu-

ously obtain partial information of the secret or private keys

involved in the associated cryptographic algorithms.

A. RELATED WORK

In the section, we first briefly review the related

leakage-resilient signature schemes with overall unbounded

leakage property under various kinds of public-key settings.

In addition, the related work of the previously proposed CBS

schemes is also recalled.

Generally, a cryptographic scheme composes of sev-

eral phases or algorithms. A leakage-resilient cryptographic

scheme is still secure even if partial information of secret and

private keys involved in cryptographic algorithms is leaked to

adversaries. For leakage information amount during the life

time of the cryptographic scheme, there are two kinds of leak-

age models. One is bounded leakage model [27] in the sense

that the total leakage amount musts be bounded to a fixed bit-

length. The other is continuous leakage model [19], [22] that

allows adversaries to continuously obtain partial information

of secret and private keys while the total leakage amount is

unbounded. Obviously, the continuous leakage model with

overall unbounded leakage property is more practical than the

bounded leakage model.

Under traditional public-key settings, two leakage-resilient

signature schemes with overall unbounded leakage property

were proposed. In 2013, Galindo and Vivek [15] pro-

posed a secure leakage-resilient signature scheme overall

unbounded leakage property in the generic bilinear group

(GBG) model [28]. To improve performance, Tang et al. [16]

proposed an improvement on Galindo and Vivek’s scheme.

In 2016, Wu et al. [19] defined an adversary model

of leakage-resilient ID-based signature (LR-IBS) schemes

under the continual leakage model and proposed the first

LR-IBS scheme based on an ID-based public-key setting.

Under the continual leakage model, Wu et al.’s scheme

allows adversaries to leak partial information of the PKG’s

system secret key in the key extract phase and users’ pri-

vate keys in the signing phase for each algorithm invoca-

tion. In 2018, based on a certificateless public-key setting,

Wu et al. [23] also proposed leakage-resilient certificate-

less signature (LR-CLS) scheme with overall unbounded

leakage property. In the generic bilinear group model,

Wu et al. formally proved that both LR-IBS scheme

and LR-CLS scheme are existential unforgeability against

adaptive chosen-message attacks of adversaries.

In the following, we briefly review the related work

of certificate-based signature (CBS) scheme. In 2004,

Kang et al. [29] presented the first CBS scheme based on

bilinear pairings [4]. Afterward, Li et al. [30] defined a

new adversary model (security notion) of CBS schemes and

introduced a new attack, the key replacement attack on the

certificate-based public-key setting. In addition, Li et al.

also demonstrated that Kang et al.’s scheme suffers from the

key replacement attack while presenting an improved CBS

scheme. Based on Li et al.’s adversary model, Liu et al. [31]

presented two CBS schemes, namely, a CBS scheme without

pair operation in the random oracle model and a CBS scheme

under the standard model (without using random oracles).

In 2009, Zhang et al. [32] demonstrated that Liu et al.’s CBS

scheme without pair operation was insecure and presented

an improvement. Meanwhile, Wu et al. [33] also proposed

the other improved CBS scheme on Liu et al.’s CBS scheme

without pair operation in the random oracle model. The

signature lengths of these CBS schemes [29]–[33] are at

least two group elements. For reducing the signature length,

the first short certificate-based signature (SCBS) scheme

was proposed by Liu et al. [34]. However, Cheng et al. [35]

demonstrated that Liu et al.’s SCBS scheme cannot resist the

attacks of Type I adversary under the accredited adversary

model [30], [32], [33]. In 2012, Li et al. [36] also proposed

an improved SCBS scheme. In 2016, Hung et al. [37] demon-

strated that Li et al.’s SCBS scheme is still insecure against

Type I adversary and proposed a provably secure and novel

SCBS scheme.

The security of these CBS and SCBS schemes mentioned

above is under the accredited adversary model [30], [32],

[33], [37] which includes two kinds of adversaries, namely,

Type I (uncertified entity) and Type II adversary (honest-but-

curious CA). In 2016, Liu and Li [38] defined an enhanced
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adversary model of the CBS schemes. In the enhanced adver-

sary model, a Type II adversary is changed from an honest-

but-curious CA to amalicious-but-passive CA.Under the new

adversary model, Liu and Li demonstrated that the previous

CBS schemes suffer from malicious-but-passive certificate

authority attack, namely, the CA may forge a new signature

(ID, m, σ ′) from an existing signature (ID, m, σ ), where

ID and m are the same identity and message, respectively.

Zhou and Cui [39] also proposed a new CBS scheme under

the enhanced adversary model. Nevertheless, the malicious-

but-passive CA cannot forge a signature on an arbitrary

message m if a signer with identity ID did not generate a

signature on the message m. Indeed, the adversary model

defined in [30], [32], [33], and [37] is enough to model the

abilities of adversaries.

B. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION

Up to date, no leakage-resilient CBS (LR-CBS) scheme

resistant to side-channel attacks is proposed. In this paper,

we first define a new adversary model of LR-CBS schemes

resistant to side-channel attacks under the continual leakage

model. The adversary model also consists of two types of

adversaries, Type I (uncertified entity) and Type II adver-

sary (honest-but-curious CA). Both types of adversaries are

extended from the accredited adversary models of CBS and

SCBS schemes [30], [32], [33], [37] by adding two extra key

leakage queries, namely, the certificate generation leak and

signing leak queries. Both adversaries are permitted to con-

tinuously obtain partial information of the secret or private

keys involved in the associated algorithm invocations.

Under the new adversary model with continual key leak-

age, the first LR-CBS scheme resistant to side-channel

attacks is proposed and it possesses overall unbounded leak-

age property. For achieving overall unbounded leakage prop-

erty, the proposed LR-CBS scheme adopts the key update

technique used in [15], [19], [22], and [23] to refresh the

CA’s system secret key after (before) running each certificate

generation algorithm and a signer’s secret key and certificate

after (before) running each signing algorithm. It is worth

mentioning that the CA’s and each signer’s public keys are

still unchanged. In the key update technique, the CA’s system

secret key is partitioned into two components while each

signer’s secret key and certificate are also divided into two

components, respectively. Although adversaries may obtain

partial information of two corresponding current compo-

nents in the associated algorithm invocations, it is useless

for recovering the original secret keys or certificates. In the

generic bilinear group model [28], the security of the pro-

posed LR-CBS scheme is formally proved to be existential

unforgeability against adaptive chosen-message attacks of

Types I and II adversaries under the new adversary model

with continual key leakage.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Preliminaries

are given in Section 2. In Section 3 demonstrates the frame-

work and adversary model of LR-CBS schemes. A secure

LR-CBS scheme resistant to side-channel attacks is presented

in Section 4. The security of the proposed LR-CBS scheme

is proved in Section 5. Comparisons with the previously

proposed CBS and SCBS schemes are given in Section 6.

In Section 7, conclusion and future work are discussed.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Here, several preliminaries are presented as follows.

A. ENTROPY

In order to measure the security impact of leakage informa-

tion of secret values involved in cryptographic algorithms,

we introduce the notion of entropy. Entropy is viewed as an

estimation of uncertainty for unknown secret values. Let X

and Y be two finite discrete random variables. Let Pr[X =

x] and Pr[Y = y] represent the associated probabilities of

X = x and Y = y, respectively. The min-entropy of a random

variable denotes the estimation of some value with the largest

probability. In the following, we define two kinds of min-

entropies.

1. Min-entropy of X : H∞(X ) = − log2(max
x

Pr[X = x]).

2. Average conditional min-entropy of X under the event

Y = y : H̃∞(X |Y ) = − log2(Ey←Y [max
x

Pr[X = x|

Y = y]])

Indeed, an unknown secret value may be regarded as a

discrete random variable. For discrete random variables with

partial leakage information, two consequences are derived as

follows.
Lemma 1 [40]: Let f : X → {0, 1}λ represent a leakage

function on a secret value X (i.e. a discrete random variable)

while its output bit-length is bounded to λ bits. The aver-

age conditional min-entropy of X under the event f (X ) has

H̃∞(X |f (X )) ≧ H∞(X )− λ.

Lemma 2 [15]: Let F ∈ Zp[X1,X2, . . . ,Xn] denote a

non-zero polynomial of degree at most d while associating

a leakage function with the maximal output bit-length λ.

Let Pi (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be the associated probability

distributions on Xi = xi such that H∞(Pi) ≧ log p − λ and

0 ≦ λ ≦ log p. We have Pr[F(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 0] ≦ d
p
2λ if

xi
Pi
←− Zp (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are mutually independent.

If λ < log p − ω(log log p), Pr[F(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 0] is

negligible.

B. BILINEAR GROUPS

Let G =< g > and GT represent two multiplicative cyclic

groups of a prime order p. A map ê : G × G → GT is an

admissible bilinear pairing map if the following properties

hold:

1. Bilinearity: for all u, v ∈ Z∗p , ê(g
u, gv) = ê(g, g)uv.

2. Computability: for all u, v ∈ G, the operation ê(u, v) can

be computed efficiently.

3. Non − degeneracy: ê(g, g) 6=1 which is regarded as a

generator of GT .

For the detailed settings of bilinear groups, a reader may refer

to [4], [6], [41], and [42].
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C. GENERIC BILINEAR GROUP MODEL

The generic bilinear group model [28] is regarded as a kind

of adversary model that is played by an adversary and a chal-

lenger. For performing group operations, the adversary must

issue the corresponding group queries (oracles) to the chal-

lenger to return the executing results. In the generic bilinear

group model, three group queries QG, QT and Qp represent

the multiplication operation on the group G, the multiplica-

tion operation on the group GT and the bilinear pairing map

operation, respectively. In this model, each group element

must be represented by a distinct bit string. To do so, two

random injective functions 9 : Zp → ζ and 9T : Zp → ζT
are employed to map the elements of G and GT to two sets of

bit strings ζ and ζT , respectively. |ζ | and |ζT |, respectively,

denote the amounts of all elements of ζ and ζT while satisfy-

ing |ζ | = |ζT | = p and ζ∩ζT = φ. For any u, v ∈ Z∗p ,QG,QT
and Qp, respectively, have the following properties.

- QG(9(u), 9(v))→ 9(u+ v mod p).

- QT (9T (u), 9T (v))→ 9T (u+ v mod p).

- Qp(9(u), �(v))→ 9T (uv mod p).

Note that 9(1) represents the generator g of G and 9T (1)

denotes the generator ê(g, g) of GT . In the generic bilinear

group model, if a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adver-

sary can efficiently find a collision of the multiplicative group

G or GT , it means that the adversary may solve the discrete

logarithm problem on G or GT [28].

III. FRAMEWORK AND ADVERSARY MODEL

In this section, we define a new framework and adver-

sary model of leakage-resilient certificate- based signature

(LR-CBS) schemes resistant to side-channel attacks under the

continual leakage model.

A. FRAMEWORK OF LR-CBS SCHEME

A LR-CBS scheme composes of two roles, namely, users

(signers/verifiers) and a trusted certificate authority (CA).

A user with identity ID first sets her/his secret/public key

pair (SKID, PKID) while sending the public key PKID to the

CA. By the user’s PKID, ID and validity period, the CA uses

a system secret key SKCA to generate the user’s associated

certificate CKID, where CKID is viewed as a part of the user’s

private key. Hence, a user’s private key consists of her/his

secret key SKID and up-to-date certificate CKID.

For achieving the overall unbounded leakage [15], [19],

[22], [23] a user’s secret key SKID and certificate CKID must

be divided into two parts and separately stored in the memory.

Also, the CA’s system secret key SKCA is divided and stored.

The point is that the CA’s system secret key must be updated

after (before) running each certificate generation algorithm

and a user’s secret key and certificate after (before) running

each signing algorithm. The detailed framework of LR-CBS

scheme is defined as follows.

Definition 1: A LR-CBS scheme consists of five algo-

rithms as below:

- Setup: This algorithm is performed by the CA that takes

as input a security parameter τ , and obtains an initial

system secret key SKCA = (SKCA,0,1, SKCA,0,2) and

public parameters PP. The CA publishes PP and keeps

(SKCA,0,1, SKCA,0,2) in secret.

- User key generation: This algorithm is performed by a

user that takes as input an identity ID, and obtains the

user’s initial secret key SKID = (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) and

the first partial public key PKID,1.

- Certificate generation: For the i-th Certificate gener-

ation algorithm invocation, the CA first refreshes the

current system secret key (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2) using

(SKCA,i−1,1, SKCA,i−1,2). This algorithm is performed by

the CA that takes as input a user’s ID and the first partial

public keyPKID,1, and returns the user’s certificateCKID
and the second partial public key PKID,2 to the user.

Upon receiving CKID and PKID,2, the user divides CKID
into an initial certificate (CKID,0,1, CKID,0,2) and sets

her/his public key PKID = (PKID,1, PKID,2).

- Signing: For the j-th Signing algorithm invocation

of a user (signer) with identity ID, the signer first

refreshes the current secret key (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2)

using (SKID,j−1,1, SKID,j−1,2) and the current certificate

(CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2) using (CKID,j−1,1, CKID,j−1,2). This

algorithm is performed by the signer that takes as input

a message m, and returns a signature σ .

- Verifying: This algorithm is performed by a user (veri-

fier) that takes as input (ID, PKID, m, σ ), and outputs

either ‘‘accept’’ or ‘‘reject’’.

B. ADVERSARY MODEL OF LR-CBS SCHEME

By the framework of LR-CBS scheme in the previous sub-

section, adversaries can obtain partial information of the

CA’s current system secret key (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2) in the i-th

Certificate generation algorithm invocation while the outputs

of two leakage functions fCG,i and hCG,i represent partial

information of (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2). In the j-th Signing algo-

rithm invocation of a user with identity ID, adversaries can

obtain partial information of the signer’s current secret key

(SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2) and certificate (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2) while

the outputs of two leakage functions fS,j and hS,j represent

partial information of both (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2) and (CKID,j,1,

CKID,j,2). The output of each leakage function is bounded to

λ bits, namely, |fCG,i|, |hCG,i|, |fS,j|, |hS,j| ≤ λ, where | · |

denotes the output bit-length and λ is the leakage parameter.

The syntaxes of fCG,i, hCG,i, fS,j and hS,j are respectively

defined as below.

- 3fCG,i = fCG,i(SKCA,i,1, RfCG,i).

- 3hCG,i = hCG,i(SKCA,i,2,RhCG,i).

- 3fS,j = fS,j(SKID,j,1,CKID,j,1,RfS,j).

- 3hS,j = hS,j(SKID,j,2,CKID,j,2,RhS,j).

Here, RfCG,i, RhCG,i, RfS,j and RhS,j denote the random

values used in the computation rounds of the associated algo-

rithm invocations.
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Based on the accredited adversary model of CBS schemes

[30], [32], [33], [37], a new adversary model of LR-CBS

scheme is defined here. In this model, during the life time of

LR-CBS scheme, adversaries are permitted to continuously

get partial information of the CA’s system secret key used in

each Certificate generation algorithm invocation, a signer’s

secret key and certificate used in the signing phase, and

random values involved in both algorithm invocations. The

new adversary model consists of two types of adversaries,

namely, Type I (uncertified entity) and Type II adversary

(honest-but-curious CA).
- Type I adversary (uncertified entity): This adversary is

able to obtain the secret key of any entity, but cannot get

the certificate of a target entity. Meanwhile, the adver-

sary can get partial information of both the CA’s cur-

rent system secret key in each Certificate generation

algorithm invocation and a signer’s certificate in each

Signing algorithm invocation.

- Type II adversary (honest-but-curious CA): This adver-

sary possesses the system secret key so that it is able to

generate the certificate of any entity, but cannot get the

secret key of a target entity. Meanwhile, the adversary

can get partial information of a signer’s current secret

key in each Signing algorithm invocation.
In the following, we employ a security game GLR−CBS to

represent the new adversary model of LR-CBS scheme under

the continual leakage model.

Definition 2 (GLR−CBS ): The security game GLR−CBS is

played by an adversary A (Types I or II adversaries) and a

challenger B. If no PPT adversary A with a non-negligible

advantage can winGLR−CBS , we say that the LR-CBS scheme

is existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen-message

attacks (UF-LR-CBS-ACMA). The security game GLR−CBS
consists of three phases as follows.

- Setup phase. By taking a security parameter τ as input,

the challenger B performs the Setup algorithm presented

in Definition 1, and obtains an initial system secret key

SKCA = (SKCA,0,1, SKCA,0,2) and public parameters PP.

If A is of Type II adversary, SKCA and PP are sent to

A. Otherwise, B sends PP to A and keeps (SKCA,0,1,

SKCA,0,2) in secret.

- Query phase. A may issue a number of queries to B

adaptively as below:

• User key generation query (ID): By taking a user’s

ID as input, B generates the associated initial secret

key SKID = (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) and the first partial

public key PKID,1.

• Secret key query (ID): By taking a user’s ID as

input, B returns the user’s initial secret key SKID =

(SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) to A. Note that if the Public key

replace query (ID) has been ever issued, this query

is forbidden.

• Certificate generation query (ID,PKID,1): By tak-

ing a user’s ID and the associated first partial public

keyPKID,1 as input,B responds the user’s certificate

CKID and the second partial public key PKID,2 to A.

• Certificate generation leak query (i, fCG,i, hCG,i):

For the i-th Certificate generation query, the Cer-

tificate generation leak query is allowed to be

issued only once. By taking two leakage functions

fCG,i and hCG,i as input, B generates the leakage

information 3fCG,I and 3hCG,i about the CA’s

current system secret key (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2), and

returns 3fCG,I and 3hCG,i to A.

• Public key retrieve query (ID): By taking a user’s ID

as input,B returns the associated public keyPKID =

(PKID,1, PKID,2).

• Signing query (ID,m). For the j-th Signing algo-

rithm invocation of a user (signer) with identity

ID, the signer first refreshes the current secret key

(SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2) using (SKID,j−1,1, SKID,j−1,2)

and the current certificate (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2) using

(CKID,j−1,1, CKID,j−1,2). By taking a message m as

input, B returns a signature σ .

• Signing leak query (ID, j, fS,j, hS,j): For the j-th

Signing query of the signer with identity ID, the

Signing leak query is allowed to be issued only

once. By taking two leakage functions fS,j and

hS,j as input, B generates the leakage information

3fS,j and 3hS,j about the signer’s current secret

key (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2) and certificate (CKID,j,1,

CKID,j,2). Finally, B returns 3fS,j and 3hS,j to A.

- Forgery phase. In the phase, A generates a tuple (ID∗,

PK∗ID = (PK∗ID,1, PK
∗
ID,2), m

∗, σ ∗). We say that A wins

the security game GLR−CBS if the following conditions

hold.

(1) The output of the Verifying algorithm on (ID∗,

PK∗ID, m
∗, σ ∗) is ‘‘accept’’.

(2) The Signing query on (ID∗, m∗) has never been

issued.

(3) The Certificate generation query on (ID∗, PK∗ID,1)

has never been issued ifA is of Type I adversary. IfA

is of Type II adversary, both the Secret key query and

public key replace query on ID∗ have never been

issued.

IV. THE PROPOSED LR-CBS SCHEME

In this section, the first LR-CBS scheme resistant to

side-channel attacks is proposed that consists of five algo-

rithms as follows.

- Setup: This algorithm is performed by the CA that takes

as input a security parameter τ , and sets an admissible

bilinear pairing map ê and its two associated groups

G =< g > and GT =< ê(g, g) > of a prime order p,

where g and ê(g, g) are a generator ofG andGT , respec-

tively. The algorithm runs the following procedures to

set the CA’s initial system secret key SKCA = (SKCA,0,1,

SKCA,0,2) and public parameters PP:

(1) Randomly choose k ∈ Z∗p , and set a system

secret key SKCA = gk and the system public key

PKCA = ê(g, gk ).
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(2) Randomly choose α ∈ Z∗p , and set the initial system

secret key (SKCA,0,1, SKCA,0,2) = (gα , SKCA · g
−α).

(3) Randomly choose µ, v, x, y ∈ Z∗p , and set U = gµ,

V = gv, X = gx and Y = gy.

(4) Set PP = (G, GT , p, ê, g, PKCA, U , V , X , Y ).

Finally, the CA publishes PP and keeps (SKCA,0,1,

SKCA,0,2) in secret.

- User Key generation: This algorithm is performed by

a user that takes as input an identity ID and runs the

following procedures to set the user’s initial secret key

SKID = (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) and the first partial public

key PKID,1.

(1) Randomly choose s ∈ Z∗p , and set the user’s secret

key SKID = gs and the first partial public key

PKID,1 = ê(g, gs).

(2) Randomly choose β ∈ Z∗p , and set the user’s initial

secret key (SKID,0,1, SKID,0,2) = (gβ , SKID · g
−β ).

- Certificate generation: For the i-th Certificate gener-

ation algorithm invocation, the CA first refreshes the

current system secret key (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2) using

(SKCA,i−1,1, SKCA,i−1,2). This algorithm is performed by

the CA that takes as input a user’s ID and the associ-

ated partial public key PKID,1, and runs the following

procedures to set the user’s initial certificate CKID =

(CKID,0,1, CKID,0,2) and the second partial public key

PKID,2.

(1) Randomly choose γ ∈ Z∗p , and refresh the CA’s

current system secret key (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2) =

(SKCA,i−1,1 · g
γ , SKCA,i−1,2 · g

−γ ).

(2) Randomly choose t ∈ Z∗p , and compute the

user’s second partial public key PKID,2 = gt .

(3) Set b = ID||PKID,1, and compute the temporary

information TICG = SKCA,i,1 · (U · V
b)t and the

user’s certificate CKID = SKCA,i,2 · TICG.

(4) Finally, the CA returns the certificate CKID and

the second partial public key PKID,2 to the user.

Upon receiving CKID and PKID,2, the user runs the

following procedures to divide CKID into an initial cer-

tificate (CKID,0,1, CKID,0,2) and set her/his public key

PKID = (PKID,1, PKID,2).

(1) Randomly choose δ ∈ Z∗p , and set the user’s initial

certificate (CKID,0,1, CKID,0,2) = (gδ , CKID · g
−δ).

(2) Set the user’s public key PKID = (PKID,1, PKID,2).

- Signing: For the j-th Signing algorithm invocation of

a user (signer) with ID and PKID = (PKID,1, PKID,2),

the signer first refreshes the current secret key (SKID,j,1,

SKID,j,2) using (SKID,j−1,1, SKID,j−1,2) and the cur-

rent certificate (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2) using (CKID,j−1,1,

CKID,j−1,2). This algorithm is performed by the signer

that takes as input a message m, and runs the following

procedures to return a signature σ = (σ1, σ2).

(1) Randomly choose β ∈ Z∗p , and refresh the user’s

current secret key (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2) = (SKID,j−1,1 ·

gβ , SKID,j−1,2 · g
−β ).

(2) Randomly choose δ ∈ Z∗p , and refresh the

user’s current certificate (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2) =

(CKID,j−1,1 · g
δ , CKID,j−1,2 · g

−δ).

(3) Randomly choose η ∈ Z∗p , and compute σ1 = gη,

the temporary information TIS = SKID,j,1 ·CKID,j,1 ·

(X · Ym)η and σ2 = SKID,j,2 · CKID,j,2 · TIS .

(4) Set the signature (ID, PKID = (PKID,1, PKID,2), m,

σ = (σ1, σ2)).

- Verifying: Given a signature (ID, PKID = (PKID,1,

PKID,2), m, σ = (σ1, σ2)), a verifier sets b =

ID||PKID,1 and accepts the signature if the verifying

equality ê(g, σ2) = PKID,1 · PKCA · ê(PKID,2,U · V
b) ·

ê(σ1,X · Y
m) holds; otherwise rejects it.

By the key refreshing technique, we have

• SKCA = SKCA,0,1 · SKCA,0,2 = . . . = SKCA,i−1,1 ·

SKCA,i−1,2 = SKCA,i,1 · SKCA,i,2.

• SKID = SKID,0,1 · SKID,0,2 = . . . = SKID,j−1,1 ·

SKID,j−1,2 = SKID,j,1 · SKID,j,2.

• CKID = CKID,0,1 · CKID,0,2 = . . . = CKID,j−1,1 ·

CKID,j−1,2 = CKID,j,1 · CKID,j,2.

Hence, the correctness of the verifying equality is shown as

follows.

ê(g, σ2)

= ê(g, SKID,j,2 · CKID,j,2 · TIS )

= ê(g, SKID,j,2 · CKID,j,2 · SKID,j,1 · CKID,j,1 · (X · Y
m)η)

= ê(g, SKID,j,2 · SKID,j,1 · CKID,j,2 · CKID,j,1 · (X · Y
m)η)

= ê(g, SKID · CKID · (X · Y
m)η)

= ê(g, SKID · SKCA,i,2 · TICG · (X · Y
m)η)

= ê(g, SKID · SKCA,i,2 · SKCA,i,1 · (U · V
b)t · (X · Ym)η)

= ê(g, SKID · SKCA · (U · V
b)t · (X · Ym)η)

= ê(g, SKID) · ê(g, SKCA) · ê(g, (U · V
b)t · ê(g, (X · Ym)η)

= ê(g, gs) · ê(g, gk ) · ê(gt , (U · V b)t · ê(gη, (X · Ym))

= PKID,1 · PKCA · ê(PKID,2,U · V
b) · ê(σ1,X · Y

m).

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In the proposed LR-CBS scheme, there are two types of

adversaries that include Type I adversary (uncertified entity)

and Type II adversary (honest-but-curious CA) according

to the security game GLR−CBS . In the generic bilinear

group model, Theorems 1 and 2 demonstrate that the pro-

posed LR-CBS scheme is existential unforgeability against

UF-LR-CBS-ACMA attacks for Type I and Type II adver-

saries, respectively.

Theorem 1: In the generic bilinear group model, the pro-

posed LR-CBS scheme is existential unforgeability against

Type I adversary’s UF-LR-CBS-ACMA attacks.

Proof: Let AI be Type I adversary (uncertified entity)

and can adaptively issue all queries in the security game

GLR−CBS at most q times. In the generic bilinear groupmodel,

there are two groups G and GT , and each element of both G

and GT is encoded by a distinct bit-string. In addition, three

group queries (oracles) QG, QT and Qp, respectively, denote
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the multiplication operation on the group G, the multiplica-

tion operation on the group GT and the bilinear pairing map

operation from G × G to GT . Hence, QG, QT and Qp must

be added to the Query phase of the security game GLR−CBS
played by the adversary AI and a challenger B. Three phases

of the security game GLR−CBS for the proposed LR-CBS

scheme are given as follows.

- Setup phase: By taking a security parameter τ as input,B

performs the Setup algorithm of the proposed LR-CBS

scheme to produce an initial system secret key SKCA =

(SKCA,0,1, SKCA,0,2) and public parameters PP = (G,

GT , p, g, ê, PKCA, U , V , X , Y ). Meanwhile, B creates

three lists LG, LT and LK to maintain the input parame-

ters and associated responses of queries issued by AI .

• Two lists LG and LT are used to maintain all ele-

ments of G and GT , respectively.

(1) LG is used to record the elements of G using

the format (�Gm,n,r , ζGm,n,r ). Each record

(�Gm,n,r , ζGm,n,r ) denotes an element of G,

where �Gm,n,r is a multivariate polynomial

with variates in G and coefficients in Zp, and

ζGm,n,r is the encoded bit-string of �Gm,n,r .

The indices m, n and r mean the m-type of

query, the n-th query and the r-th element

of G, respectively. Six records (�g, čaGI ,1,1),

(�U , ζGI ,1,2), (�V , ζGI ,1,3), (�X , ζGI ,1,4),

(�Y , ζGI ,1,5) and (�SKCA, ζGI ,1,6) are initially

added in LG.

(2) LT is used to record the elements of GT
using the format (�Tm,n,r , ζTm,n,r ). Each record

(�Tm,n,r , ζTm,n,r ) denotes an element of GT ,

where �Tm,n,r is a multivariate polynomial with

variates in G/GT and coefficients in Zp, and

ζGm,n,r is the encoded bit-string of �Tm,n,r .

Three indicesm, n and r have the samemeanings

as LG. A record (�PKCA, ζTI ,1,1) is initially

added in LT , where �PKCA = �g ·�SKCA.

For the related queries in theQuery phase described

later, B uses the following two rules to maintain LG
and LT .

(1) Upon receiving a transformation request along

with �Gm,n,r/�Tm,n,r , B checks whether there

exists (�Gm,n,r , ζGm,n,r )/(�Tm,n,r , ζTm,n,r )

in LG/LT . If it is found, B returns the cor-

responding bit-string ζGm,n,r/ζTm,n,r . Other-

wise, B randomly chooses and returns a distinct

encoded bit-string ζGm,n,r/ζTm,n,r while adding

(�Gm,n,r , ζGm,n,r )/(�Tm,n,r , ζTm,n,r ) in LG/LT .

(2) Upon receiving a transformation request along

with ζGm,n,r/ζTm,n,r in LG/LT , B returns the

corresponding polynomial �Gm,n,r/�Tm,n,r .

• LK consists of tuples with format (ID, replace,

�SKID, �PKID,1, �CKID, �PKID,2), where

�SKID, �PKID,1, �CKID and �PKID,2 are mul-

tivariate polynomials in LG /LT that respectively

denote a user’s secret key SKID, certificate CKID
and public key (PKID,1, PKID,2). The replace field

is initially set to ‘‘false’’, which denotes that the

user’s public key has never been replaced by AI .

If AI issues the Public key replace query (ID) in the

Query phase, B changes the replace field of the ID’s

tuple to be ‘‘true’’.

At the end of this phase, B returns the corresponding

bit-strings of these public parameters�g,�U ,�V ,�X ,

�Y and �PKCA to AI .

- Query phase: In the phase, AI may adaptively issue the

following queries at most q times.

• Group query QG(ζGQ,i,1, ζGQ,i,2,OP): For the i-th

query QG along with (ζGQ,i,1, ζGQ,i,2) and an OP

operation (multiplication/division), B runs the fol-

lowing procedures to return the resulting bit-string

ζGQ,i,3.

(1) B transforms two bit-strings ζGQ,i,1 and ζGQ,i,2

to get the associated polynomials �GQ,i,1 and

�GQ,i,2 in LG, respectively.

(2) B computes the polynomial �GQ,i,3 =

�GQ,i,1 + �GQ,i,2 if OP = ‘‘multiplication’’,

or the polynomial �GQ,i,3 = �GQ,i,1 - �GQ,i,2

if OP = ‘‘division’’.

(3) B transforms and returns the bit-string ζGQ,i,3 of

the resulting polynomial �GQ,i,3.

• Group query QT (ζTQ,i,1, ζTQ,i,2, OP): For the i-th

query QT along with (ζTQ,i,1, ζTQ,i,2) and an OP

operation (multiplication/division), B runs the sim-

ilar procedures in the Group query QG and returns

the bit-string ζTQ,i,3.

• Pairing query QP(ζGP,i,1, ζGP,i,2): For the i-th

query QP along with (ζGP,i,1, ζGP,i,2), B runs the

following procedures:

(1) B transforms ζGP,i,1 and ζGP,i,2 to get the

associated polynomials �GP,i,1 and �GP,i,2,

respectively.

(2) B computes the polynomial �TP,i,1 = �GP,i,1 ·

�GP,i,2.

(3) B transforms and returns the bit-string ζTP,i,1 of

the resulting polynomial �TP,i,1.

• User key generation query (ID): For the i-th User

key generation query along with the identity ID,

B searches (ID, replace, �SKID, �PKID,1, �CKID,

�PKID,2) in LK . If it is found, B returns the corre-

sponding bit-strings of �SKID and �PKID,1 to AI .

Otherwise, B runs the following procedures:

(1) B selects a new variate �TGUKG,i,1 in G.

(2) B sets the user’s secret key polynomial�SKID =

�TGUKG,i,1 and the first partial public key poly-

nomial �PKID,1 = �TGUKG,i,1 · �g. Mean-

while, B adds (ID, false,�SKID,�PKID,1,−,−)

in LK .
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(3) B transforms and returns the corresponding

bit-strings ζSKID and ζPKID,1 of both �SKID
and �PKID,1 to AI .

• Secret key query (ID): Upon receiving this query

along with ID, B searches (ID, replace, �SKID,

�PKID,1,�CKID,�PKID,2) in LK . If it is found and

the replace= ‘‘false’’,B gets�SKID and transforms

it to return ζSKID to AI . Otherwise, B issues the

User key generation query (ID) to return the cor-

responding bit-strings ζSKID and ζPKID,1 to AI .

• Certificate generation query (ID, ζPKID,1): For the

i-th query along with ID and the first partial public

key bit-string ζPKID,1, B runs the following proce-

dures:

(1) B chooses a new variate �TGCG,i,1 in G to

set the second partial public key polynomial

�PKID,2 = �TGCG,i,1.

(2) B sets b = ID||ζPKID,1.

(3) B chooses a new variate TGCG,i,2 in G and sets

the certificate polynomial �CKID = �SKCA +

�TGCG,i,2 · (�U + b · �V ) while updating

(ID, false, �SKID, �PKID,1, �PKID,2, �CKID)

in LK .

(4) B transforms and returns ζPKID,2 and ζCKID of

�PKID,2 and �CKID to AI .

• Certificate generation leak query (i, fCG,i, hCG,i):

For the i-th Certificate generation leak query along

with two leakage functions fCG,i and hCG,i such

that |fCG,i| ≤ λ and |hCG,i| ≤ λ, B sends the

leakage information3fCG,i and3hCG,i toAI , where

3fCG,i = fCG,i(SKCA,i,1, γ, t) and 3hCG,i =

hCG,i(SKCA,i,2, γ,TICG). Note that AI can issue the

Certificate generation leak query only once for the

i-th Certificate generation query.

• Public key retrieve query (ID): Upon receiving

this query along with ID, B searches (ID, replace,

�SKID, �PKID,1, �CKID, �PKID,2) in LK , and

returns the user’s public key bit-strings ζPKID,1 and

ζPKID,2 to AI .

• Public key replace query (ID, (ζPK ′ID,1, ζPK
′
ID,2)):

Upon receiving this query along with ID and the

new public key bit-strings ζPK ′ID,1 and ζPK ′ID,2, B

transforms (ζPK ′ID,1, ζPK
′
ID,2) to get the public key

polynomials �PK ′ID,1 and �PK ′ID,2 while updating

(ID, true, null, �PK ′ID,1, null, �PK
′
ID,2) in LK .

• Singing query (ID,m): For the i-th Signing query of

ID along with the message m, B runs the following

procedures to get the signature polynomials �σ1
and �σ2.

(1) B uses ID to search (ID, replace, �SKID,

�PKID,1, �CKID, �PKID,2) in LK .

(2) B chooses a new variate �TGS,i,1 in G and sets

�σ1 = �TGS,i,1.

(3) B sets �σ2 = �SKID + �CKID + �TGS,i,1 ·

(�X + m ·�Y ).

(4) B respectively transforms �σ1 and �σ2 to return

the signature bit-strings ζσ1 and ζσ2 to AI .

• Signing leak query (ID, j, fS,j, hS,j): For the j-th

Signing leak query of the signer ID along with two

leakage functions fS,j and hS,j such that |fS,j| ≤ λ

and |hS,j| ≤ λ, B sends the leakage information

3fS,j and 3hS,j to AI , where 3fS,j = fS,j(SKID,j,1,

CKID,j,1, β, δ, η) and 3hS,j = hS,j(SKID,j,2,

CKID,j,2, β, δ, η, TIS ). Note that AI can issue the

Signing leak query only once for the j-th Signing

query.

- Forgery phase: The adversary AI outputs (ID∗,

(ζPKID∗,1, ζPKID∗,2), m∗, (ζσ ∗1 , ζσ ∗2 )). The Cer-

tificate generation query (ID∗, ζPK∗ID,1) is disal-

lowed to be issued in the Query phase. B transforms

the bit-strings to get the corresponding polynomials

�PKID∗,1, �PKID∗,2, �σ ∗1 and �σ ∗2 while setting b∗ =

ID∗||ζPKID∗,1. The adversary AI wins the game if the

equality gąP�∗2 = �PKID∗,1 + �PKCA + �PKID∗,2 ·

(�U + b ·�V )+�σ ∗1 · (�X · +m
∗ ·�Y ) holds.

Before evaluating the advantage that AI wins the security

game GLR−CBS , we have to discuss the total amount of both

LG and LT , and the maximal polynomial degrees of all ele-

ments in LG and LT .

(1) In the Setup phase, two lists LG and LT are created while

six elements are initially added in LG and one element

is initially added in LT . In the Query phase, six kinds

of queries could increase new elements in LG and LT as

follows.

• For each query ofQG,QT andQP, at most three new

elements are putted in LG or LT .

• For each Signing query, at most three new elements

are putted in LG.

• For eachCertificate generation query, at most three

new elements are putted in LG.

• For each User key generation query, at most one

new element is putted in LG and LT , respectively.

Let qO be the total amount of allQG,QT andQP queries.

Let qS , qC and qU , respectively, denote the amounts of

the Signing query,Certificate generation query andUser

key generation query issued by AI . Let |LG| and |LT | be

the amounts of all elements in LG and LT , respectively.

Since AI may issue all queries at most q times, we have

|LG| + |LT | ≦ 7+ 3qO + 3qS + 3qC + 2qU ≦ 3q.

(2) The maximal polynomial degree of all elements in LG is

2 due to the following reasons.

• �g,�U ,�V ,�X ,�Y and�SKCA are new variates

so that these polynomials have degree 1.

• The certificate �CKID has degree 2.

• In the Signing query,�σ1 has degree 1 and�σ2 has

degree 2.

• In the group query QG, the degree of �GQ,i,3 is the

maximal degree of �GQ,i,1 or �GQ,i,2.

(3) The maximal polynomial degree of all elements in LT is

4 due to the following reasons.
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• The CA’s public key �PKCA has degree 2.

• In the User key generation query, �PKID,1 has

degree 2.

• In QP, the maximal polynomial degree of all ele-

ments in LT is at most 4 since it is computed by two

polynomials in LG.

• In QT , the degree of �TQ,i,3 is the maximal degree

of �TQ,i,1 and �TQ,i,2.

Assume that the total amount of all variates in both LG and

LT is n. Hence, B chooses n random values z1, z2,. . ., zn in

Z∗p . AI is said to win the security game GLR−CBS when one of

the following two cases occurs:

Case 1: AI may discover a collision in LG or LT . Namely,

there are two polynomials �Gi and �Gj in LG such that

�Gi(z1, z2,. . ., zn) = �Gj(z1, z2,. . ., zn), or there are two

polynomials �Ti and �Tj in LT such that �Ti(z1, z2,. . .,

zn) = �Tj(z1, z2,. . ., zn).

Case 2: AI may output a valid signature (ID, (ζPKID∗,1,

ζPKID∗,2),m
∗, (ζσ ∗1 , ζσ ∗2 )) such that�g·�σ ∗2 = �PKID∗,1+

�PKCA+�PKID∗,2 · (�U+b ·�V )+�σ ∗1 · (�X ·+m ·�Y ).

Firstly, let us discuss AI ’s advantage in GLR−CBS without

requesting Signing leak query andCertificate generation leak

query. Afterward, AI ’s advantage in GLR−CBS with issuing

Signing leak query and Certificate generation leak query is

evaluated.

• Without requesting Signing leak query and Certificate

generation leak query: In the situation, except Signing leak

query or Certificate generation leak query, AI is allowed to

issue the other queries in GLR−CBS . The advantage that AI
wins GLR−CBS has two cases as follows.

Case 1 V Let us evaluate the advantage that AI respec-

tively discovers a collision in LG and LT . Let �Gi and �Gj
be two distinct element polynomials in LG. The advantage of

discovering a collision is the probability that �GC = �Gi −

�Gj is a zero polynomial, namely, �GC (z1, z2, . . . , zn) = 0.

By Lemma 2, because the maximal polynomial degree of all

elements in LG is at most 2 and no leak query is allowed

(λ = 0), the probability of �GC (z1, z2, . . . , zn) = 0 is

at most 2/p. Since there are 2|LG| distinct pairs (�Gi, �Gj)

in LG, the advantage of discovering a collision in LG is at

most (2/p)2
|LG|

. Similarly, the advantage of discovering a

collision in LT is at most (4/p)2
|LT |

. By the result mentioned

earlier, we have |LG| + |LT | ≦ 3q. Let Pr[Case 1] denote

the advantage that Case 1 happens, we have the following

inequality.

Pr[Case 1] ≦ (2/p)2
|LG|
+ (4/p)2

|LT |

≦ (4/p)(|LG| + |LT |)
2

≦ 36q2/p.

Case 2 V The probability of this case is the advantage

that AI outputs a valid signature(ID∗, (ζPKID∗,1, ζPKID∗,2),

m∗, (ζσ ∗1 , ζσ ∗2 )), namely, the signature satisfies �f =

�PKID∗,1 + �PKCA + �PKID∗,2 · (�U + b · �V ) + �σ ∗1 ·

(�X+m·�Y )−�g·�σ ∗2 = 0. Since�f has degree at most 3,

the advantage of forging a valid signature is at most 3/p.

By Cases 1 and 2, the advantage that AI wins GLR−CBS
without requesting Signing leak query or Certificate genera-

tion leak query, denoted by PrA−I−W , satisfies the following

inequality.

AdvA−I−W ≦ Pr[Case 1]+ Pr[Case 2]

≦ 36q2/p+ 3/p

≦ O(q2/p).

If q = poly(log p), AdvA−I−W is negligible.

• With requesting Signing leak query and Certificate

generation leak query: In this situation, AI is allowed to

request the Signing leak query and Certificate generation

leak query. For the i-th Certificate generation leak query

along with two leakage functions fCG,i and hCG,i such that

|fCG,i| ≤ λ and |hCG,i| ≤ λ, AI may obtain the leakage

information 3fCG,i = fCG,i(SKCA,i,1, γ, t) and 3hCG,i =

hCG,i(SKCA,i,2, γ,TICG) that is discussed as below.

� γ , t: For each user’s ID, γ and t are random values so

that their leakage is helpless to recover the system secret

key SKCA and the user’s certificate CKID.

� (SKCA,i,1, SKCA,i,2): For the CA’s system secret key

SKCA, we have SKCA = SKCA,i−1,1 · SKCA,i−1,2 =

SKCA,i,1 · SKCA,i,2. Meanwhile, the leakage informa-

tion of SKCA,i−1,1/SKCA,i−1,2 is independent of that

of SKCA,i,1/SKCA,i,2 due to the multiplicative blinding

technique. Hence, AI can obtain at most λ bits of SKCA.

� TICG: TICG is a temporary value and used to generate

CKID. Thus, AI can obtain at most λ bits of CKID.

For the j-th Signing leak query of the signer ID along with

two leakage functions fS,j and hS,j such that |fS,j| ≤ λ and

|hS,j| ≤ λ, AI may obtain the leakage information 3fS,j =

fS,j(SKID,j,1, CKID,j,1, β, δ, η) and 3hS,j = hS,j(SKID,j,2,

CKID,j,2, β, δ, η, TIS ) that is discussed as follows.

� β, δ: β and δ are random values so that their leakage is

helpless to recover the user secret key SKID or the user’s

certificate CKID.

� η: η is a random value and used in the signature genera-

tion. Thus, AI can obtain at most 2λ bits of σ1.

� (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2): AI may get the user’s whole secret

key SKID by issuing the Secret key query with the target

user’s identity ID∗.

� (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2): For the user’s certificate CKID,

we have CKID = CKID,j−1,1 · CKID,j−1,2 =

CKID,j,1 · CKID,j,2. Meanwhile, the leakage informa-

tion of CKID,j−1,1/CKID,j−1,2 is independent of that

of CKID,j,1/CKID,j,2 due to the multiplicative blinding

technique. Hence, AI can obtain at most λ bits of CKID.

� TIS : TIS is a temporary value and used to generate σ2.

Thus, AI can obtain at most λ bits of σ2.

In the following, let us evaluate the advantage that AI wins

GLR−CBS with issuing the Signing leak query and Certificate

generation leak query, denoted by AdvA−I . By the Public key

replace query, AI can get the target user’s secret key SKID.

To forge a valid signature, the helpful information consists

of the leakage information of the CA’s system secret key
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SKCA and the target user’s certificate CKID. Three events are

defined as follows.

(1) Event ESKCA: It means the event that AI gets the

CA’s whole system secret key SKCA by both 3fCG,i

and 3hCG,i while means the complement of the event

ESKCA.

(2) Event ECK : It means the event that AI gets the user’s

whole certificate key CKID by both 3fS,j and 3hS,j

while means the complement of the event ECK .

(3) Event EF : It means the event that AI forges a valid

signature.

By the probabilities of the events, the advantage AdvA−I
satisfies the following inequality.

AdvA−I = Pr[EF]

= Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∨ ESKCA)]

+Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∧ ESKCA)]

= Pr[EF ∧ ESKCA]+ Pr[EF ∧ ESKCA ∧ ECK ]

+Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∧ ESKCA)]

≦ Pr[ESKCA]+ Pr[ESKCA ∧ ECK ]

+Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∧ ESKCA)].

Let us discuss the upper bound of Pr[ESKCA]. In the Cer-

tificate generation phase of our LR- CBS scheme, the user’s

certificate CKID is a signature on the user’s information

ID||PKID,1 by adopting the signature scheme in [15]. The

probability Pr[ESKCA] is bounded by the probability that the

adversary can compute the CA’s whole system secret key

SKCA. By applying Lemma 5 in [15], we have Pr[ESKCA]

≦ O((q2/p)∗22λ). Next, let us discuss the upper bound of

Pr[ESKCA ∧ ECK ]. Since AI is a Type I adversary, AI
can get the secret key SKID of any entity, but is unable to

obtain the certificate CKID of a target entity. Under the event,

AI cant obtain any useful information to forge a signature

by Certificate generation leak query. However, AI may get

some useful information by Signing leak query. In this case,

Pr[ESKCA ∧ ECK ] is the event that AI can obtain the user’s

certificate CKID by both 3fS,j and 3hS,j. Since AI can obtain

the secret key of any entity, the probability of forging a

signature under the condition ESKCA ∧ ECK is similar to

the probability Pr[ESKCA]. Therefore, we have Pr[ESKCA∧

ECK ] ≦ O((q2/p)∗22λ). Under the event ECK ∧ ESKCA,

the meaningful leakage information for AI to forge a valid

signature is the partial information of the user current certifi-

cate (CKID,j,1, CKID,j,2). Since AI can learn at most λ bits

information about the user current certificate, the probability

of AI forging a valid signature with at most λ bits leakage

information is Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∧ ESKCA)] ≦ O((q2/p)∗2λ).

By the discussions above, we have the following inequality.

AdvA−I = Pr[EF]

≦ Pr[ESKCA]+ Pr[ESKCA ∧ ECK ]

+Pr[EF ∧ (ECK ∧ ESKCA)]

≦ O((q2/p)∗22λ)+ O((q2/p)∗22λ)

+O((q2/p)∗2λ)

Therefore, we have AdvA−I ≦ O((q2/p)∗22λ).

By Lemma 2, if λ < log p − ω(log log p), AdvA−I is neg-

ligible. �

Theorem 2: In the generic bilinear group model, the pro-

posed LR-CBS scheme is existential unforgeability against

Type II adversary’s UF-LR-CBS-ACMA attacks.

Proof: Let AII be of Type II adversary (honest-but-

curious CA) so that it knows the CA’s system secret key and

does not need to issue the Certificate generation query and

Certificate generation leak query to B in the security game

GLR−CBS . As the proof of Theorem 1, AII may also issue all

other queries adaptively at most q times. Three phases of the

security gameGLR−CBS for the proposed LR-CBS scheme are

given as follows.

- Setup phase: As the Setup phase of Theorem 1, B

produces the CA’s system secret key SKCA and public

parameters PP = (G, GT , p, g, ê, PKCA, U , V , X , Y )

of the proposed LR-CBS scheme. In addition, three lists

LG, LT and LK are also created to maintain the input

parameters and associated responses of queries issued by

AII . At the end of this phase, B returns the bit-strings of

these public parameters g, U , V , X , Y and PKCA to AII .

B also returns the system secret key bit- string ζSKCA to

AII since AII is an honest-but-curious CA.

- Query phase: Because AII an honest-but-curious CA

and holds the CA’s system secret key, it can generate

certificates of all entities. In this phase, AII may request

the following queries adaptively at most q times.

• QG,QT ,QP,User key generation, Secret key,Public

key retrieve, Public key replace queries are identical

to those queries in the Query phase of Theorem 1.

• Signing query (ID, m): For the i-th Signing query of

ID along with the message m, B runs the following

procedures to get the signature polynomials �σ1
and �σ2.

(1) B uses ID to search (ID, replace, �SKID,

�PKID,1, �CKID, �PKID,2) in LK . If the user’s

secret key polynomial �SKID is not found in

LK , B issues the User key generation query(ID).

Moreover, if the certificate �CKID is not found

in LK , B uses the records of the queries QG,

QT and QP to get the corresponding polynomial

�CKID and the second partial public key poly-

nomial �PKID,2.

(2) B chooses a new variate �TGS,i,1 in G and sets

�σ1 = �TGS,i,1.

(3) B computes�σ2 = �SKID+�CKID+�TGS,i,1

· (�X + m ·�Y ).

(4) B respectively transforms �σ1 and �σ2 to return

the signature bit-strings ζσ1 and ζσ2 to AII .

• Signing leak query (ID, j, fS,j, hS,j): For the j-th

Signing leak query along with two leakage func-

tions fS,j and hS,j such that |fS,j| ≤ λ and |hS,j| ≤ λ,

B sends the leakage information 3fS,j and 3hS,j

to AII , where 3fS,j = fS,j(SKID,j,1, CKID,j,1, β, δ,

η) and 3hS,j =hS,j(SKID,j,2, CKID,j,2, β, δ, η, TIS ).
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Note that AII can issue the Signing leak query only

once for the j-th Signing query.

- Forgery phase: The adversary AII outputs (ID∗,

(ζPKID∗,1, ζPKID∗,2), m
∗, (ζσ ∗1 , ζσ ∗2 )). The Secret

key query (ID∗) and Public key replace query (ID∗,

(ζPK ′ID∗,1, ζPK ′ID∗,2)) have never been issued in the

Query phase. B transforms these bit-strings to get the

corresponding polynomials �PKID∗,1, �PKID∗,2, �σ ∗1
and �σ ∗2 while setting b∗ = ID∗||ζPKID∗,1. The adver-

sary AII wins the game if the equality �g · �σ ∗2 =

�PKID∗,1+�PKCA+�PKID∗,2 · (�U+b ·�V )+�σ ∗1
· (�X + m∗ ·�Y ) holds.

By similar arguments with Theorem 1, the total amount of

elements in both LG and LT satisfies the inequality |LG| +

|LT | ≦ 3q. The maximal polynomial degrees of all elements

in LG and LT are at most 2 and 4, respectively.

•Without issuing Signing leak query: By similar arguments

with Theorem 1, we have Pr[Case 1]≦ 36q2/p and Pr[Case 2]

≦ 3/p. The advantage that AII winsGLR−CBS without issuing

Signing leak query, denoted by AdvA−II−W , satisfies the fol-

lowing inequality.

AdvA−II−W ≦ Pr[Case 1]]+ Pr[Case 2]]

≦ 36q2/p+ 3/p

= O(q2/p).

If q = poly(log p), AdvA−II−W is negligible.

•With issuing Signing leak query: AII is allowed to issue the

Signing leak query. For the j-th Signing leak query of ID along

with two leakage functions fS,j and hS,j such that |fS,j| ≤ λ

and |hS,j| ≤ λ, AII may obtain the leakage information

3fS,j(SKID,j,1, CKID,j,1, β, δ, η) and 3hS,j(SKID,j,2, CKID,j,2,

β, δ, η, TIS ) that are discussed as follows.

� β, δ: β and δ are random values for refreshing the user’s

secret key SKID. At most 2λ bits of β and δ is helpless

to recover the user’s secret key SKID.

� η: η is a random value during the signature generation.

Thus, AII can obtain at most 2λ bits of σ1.

� (SKID,j,1, SKID,j,2): For the secret key SKID of the user

with ID, we have SKID = SKID,j−1,1·SKID,j−1,2 =

SKID,j,1·SKID,j,2. Meanwhile, the leakage information

of SKID,j−1,1/SKID,j−1,2 is independent of that of

SKID,j,1/SKID,j,2 due to the multiplicative blinding tech-

nique. Hence, AII can obtain at most λ bits of SKID.

� (CKID,j,1,CKID,j,2): AII is an honest-but-curious CA and

holds the CA’s system secret key, it can generate the

certificate CKID of any entity.

� TIS : TIS is a temporary value and used to generate σ2.

Thus, AII can obtain at most λ bits of σ2.

Now, let us evaluate the advantage that AII wins GLR−CBS
with issuing the Signing leak query, denoted by AdvA−II .

Since AII simulates the role of honest-but-curious CA, it can

generate the target user’s certificate CKID. The useful infor-

mation of forging a valid signature is decided by the leakage

information of the target user’s secret key SKID. Two events

are defined as follows.

(1) Event ESKID: It means the event that AII gets the user’s

whole secret key SKID by both 3fS,j and 3hS,j while

ESKID means the complement of the event ESKID.

(2) Event EF : It means the event that AII forges a valid

signature.

By the probabilities of the events, the advantage AdvA−II
satisfies the following inequality.

AdvA−II = Pr[EF]

= Pr[EF ∧ ESKID]+ Pr[EF ∧ ESKID]

≦ Pr[ESKID]+ Pr[EF ∧ ESKID]

Let us discuss the upper bound of Pr[EF ∧ESKID]. Under

the event ESKID, since AII can learn at most λ bits infor-

mation for the user’s secret key SKID, the advantage that AII
forges a valid signature is Pr[EF ∧ ESKID] ≦ O((q2/p)∗2λ).

In the situation without issuing Signing leak query, AII ’s

advantage has the inequality AdvA−II−W ≦ 36q2/p =

O(q2/p). Since AII can learn at most λ bits of the user’s secret

key SKID, we have Pr[ESKID] ≦ O((q2/p) · 2λ).

AdvA−II = Pr[EF]

≦ Pr[ESKID]+ Pr[EF ∧ ESKID]

≦ O((q2/p) · 2λ)+ O((q2/p)∗2λ).

Therefore, we haveAdvA−II ≦O((q2/p)∗2λ). By Lemma 2,

if λ < log p− ω(log log p), AdvA−II is negligible. �

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS

In this section, the performance analysis and comparisons are

given. For convenience, the following notations are defined to

denote the computation costs of two time-consuming opera-

tions in suitable bilinear pairing groups [42].

• Tp: The running time of a bilinear pairing operation ê :

G× G→ GT .

• Te: The running time of an exponentiation operation in

G or GT .

Indeed, the running time of a multiplication operation on G

or GT is smaller than both Tp and Te so that it is negligible.

In addition, |G| denotes the bit-length of one element in G.

Table 1 lists the comparisons between several previous

CBS or SCBS schemes [31], [37], [39] and our LR-CBS

scheme in terms of signing computation cost, verifying com-

putation cost, signature size, proof model, CA adversary type

and side-channel attacks. Obviously, the performance of the

proposed LR-CBS scheme is not better than that of the previ-

ously proposed CBS or SCBS schemes [31], [37], [39]. For

the CA adversary type, Zhou and Cui’s CBS scheme [39] is

secure against the malicious-but-passive CA attack, namely,

the CAmay forge a new signature (ID,m, σ ′) from an existing

signature (ID, m, σ ), where ID and m are the same iden-

tity and message, respectively. Nevertheless, the CA cannot

forge a signature on an arbitrary message m if a signer with

identity ID did not generate a signature on the message m.

Indeed, the adversary model against the honest-but-curious

CA attack defined in [30], [32], [33], and [37] is enough to
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TABLE 1. Comparisons between several previous CBS/SCBS schemes and our LR-CBS scheme.

model the abilities of adversaries. Indeed, all existing CBS

or SCBS schemes (including [31], [37], and [39]) do not

resist side-channel attacks. Up to date, no leakage-resilient

CBS (LR-CBS) scheme resistant to side-channel attacks is

proposed. The point is that our scheme is the first LR-CBS

scheme which not only is resistant to side-channel attacks but

also possesses overall unbounded leakage property.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A novel adversary model of LR-CBS schemes resistant

to side-channel attacks under the continual leakage model

has been defined. The novel adversary model permits

Types I and II adversaries to continuously obtain partial

information of both the CA’s system secret key in the cer-

tificate generation algorithm and a signer’s secret key and

associated certificate in the signing algorithm. Under the

novel adversary model with continual key leakage, the first

LR-CBS scheme resistant to side-channel attacks was pro-

posed. For resisting to continual key leakage, the proposed

LR-CBS scheme adopts the key update technique to refresh

the CA’s system secret key after running each certificate

generation algorithm and a signer’s secret key and cer-

tificate after running each signing algorithm. Meanwhile,

in the generic bilinear group model, the proposed LR-CBS

scheme is proved to be existential unforgeability against

adaptive chosen-message attacks of Types I and II adversaries

under the novel adversary model with continual key leakage.

As compared with several previous CBS and SCBS schemes,

our proposed LR-CBS requires some extra computation oper-

ations due to the key update process. The point is that our

scheme is the first LR-CBS scheme resistant to side-channel

attacks under the continual leakage model. Certainly, it is an

interesting issue and future work to propose a novel LR-CBS

scheme against the malicious-but-passive CA attack.
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